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FOREWORD
by Roderick Kiracofe

What if you had a grandmother you loved 
very much and have extremely happy 
memories of time spent at her home in 
southwest Minnesota? You watched her 
make quilts and sew and crochet and work 
with your grandfather in the vegetable and 
flower garden. What if you decide to take 
a closer look at the quilt you just made 
but don’t like; and you decide to cut it up, 
rearrange the pieces, shift it all around, get 
a new perspective? And then the “Aha!” 
moment happens. This is what happened 
for contemporary quiltmaker /artist Victoria 
Findlay Wolfe in 2012, and the result was 
Double-Edged Love (page 12). This quilt led 
to the creation and the working through of 
many personal memories of growing up in 
the Midwest, her connections with her family, 
especially her beloved grandmother, and 
time spent growing up on the farm.

Double-Edged Love clearly struck a chord 
with many who saw it for the first time at 
QuiltCon in 2013, the first national confer-
ence the Modern Quilt Guild, organized and 
hosted in Austin, Texas. In fact, the quilt won 
Best in Show. It also opened up something 
unexpectedly for Victoria.

Let’s step back a little and look at the pattern 
that is the basis for starting Victoria on her 
personal journey. Like much of quilt history 
and the origins of and names attached to 
quilt patterns, it is ever evolving. Speculation, 
mystery, and myth remain alongside good 

solid research and knowledge. The Wedding 
Ring pattern is no exception. Known as 
Single Wedding Ring, Double Wedding Ring, 
or Wedding Ring, did it evolve from earlier 
patterns Pine Burr, Pickle Dish, or Indian 
Wedding Ring? Most likely, yes.

We do know that the Double Wedding Ring 
pattern was first published in Capper’s Weekly 
in Kansas on October 20, 1928. Shortly after, 
the Weekly Kansas City Star and then the 
Kansas City Star published patterns by Ruby 
Short McKim. However, it wasn’t until 1931 
that she actually called it Double Wedding 
Ring. By 1931, the pattern spread like wildfire 
throughout the Midwest and across the 
country. Patterns, instructions, and the actual 
cut pieces of fabric were available through 
syndicated pattern services and cottage 
businesses to supply the eager quiltmaker 
wanting to try her hand at this popular quilt.

Speculation is that the pattern had already 
gained popularity on its own and was shared 
among quiltmakers who mailed their own 
patterns to each other years before the 
newspapers actually began to publish and 
promote the pattern.

I was intrigued by a notation I came across in 
the valuable research Wilene Smith compiled 
on this pattern. She noted that quilt historian 
Merikay Waldvogel discovered a Double 
Wedding Ring made in Georgia reportedly 
around 1900. This would be a very early 
example, but it is not the date that intrigued 
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me most, but the name that the family had 
always called the quilt: Tangled Love. There 
are so many interpretations, subtle and not-
so-subtle meanings, of what tangled love 
could and did mean to those family members. 
As we know, all quilts come with multiple 
stories and meanings surrounding the maker 
and those who lived with and slept under 
what the makers have made.

This brings me back to Victoria’s body of 
twelve quilts in this series and the layers, 
stories, memories, and subtle or hidden 
messages embedded in them. Here we have 
a living maker who can and has documented 
her stories and thoughts about her creations. 
My guess is that with all quiltmakers, some 
of those stories remain untold, but how 
can they not be reflected within the quilt? 
Journeys—from farm to grandparents’ 
home; from small town to the big city; the 
many joys of childhood and carefree times 
at grandmother’s house; being taught to 
make, sew, build, garden, and create. Happy 
times—Christmas, family, friends. Emotions, 
thoughts, and decisions—joy, sorrow, pain, 
love, disappointment, elation, enthusiasm, 
idealism, being practical, doors opening, 
paths taken, choices made, surprises, success 
and failure. All these things make up a life.

From the memories, associations, and 
encounters of a life come the fabrics and 
materials that make up the actual pieces. 

Like so many quiltmakers before her, Victoria 
loves fabrics—and a vast array of them. She 
uses old clothing, secondhand-store finds, 
polyester double knits (like those her grand-
mother used), her scrap bag, as well as the 
latest and trendiest fabrics available.

As I spoke with Victoria and viewed the twelve 
very beautiful and unique quilts, I was struck 
by the connection and bond she has with 
the generations of quiltmakers before her, 
but particularly to Nancy Crow and her work 
with the traditional Double Wedding Ring. 
Nancy also became intrigued by this pattern 
and was drawn to create her interpretations 
in six quilts, which she titled Double Mexican 
Wedding Rings.

It is amazing how, by starting with some-
thing we don’t like or aren’t pleased with and 
then stepping back (sometimes with drastic 
measures involving scissors), we gain a new 
perspective and see things differently. Like 
the circles that make up these quilts, Victoria 
took this approach and has come full circle 
with many aspects and pieces of her life to 
create a stunning body of work.

—Roderick Kiracofe 
Author of Unconventional & Unexpected: 
American Quilts below the Radar 1950–2000 
and co-author of The American Quilt: 
A History of Cloth and Comfort 1750–1950. 
He is also an artist and art collector and lives 
in San Francisco, California.
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INTRODUCTION
Exploring the Double Wedding Ring
Little did I know that making one quilt would 
set me off on a wild Double Wedding Ring 
adventure! That I would teach myself a thing 
or two about my own process is such a treat! 
I used to work very quickly, not contemplate 
too long over my choices. I would let my 
intuition take me on the journey and be 
thrilled to move on and start a new quilt. 
I still do this sometimes, but I can now sit 
and stay with a project for greater lengths of 
time, and build—not just more complicated 
quilts but quilts with a stronger connection 
to who I am.

Victoria with Double Edged Love (page 12), awarded 
Best in Show, QuiltCon 2013

This book, although a very personal journey 
for me in realizing and embracing respect 
for my roots, is actually the “next step” 
in improvisational quilting. My first book, 
15 Minutes of Play—Improvisational Quilts, 
explores how to get you to play, to create 
a connection to your creativity, and to 
encourage you to ask all the right questions 
to make those personal connections to your 
work. In this book, Double Wedding Ring 
Quilts—Traditions Made Modern, we will 
look at a traditional platform to begin with 
and see how we can push the limits, place a 
bit more of ourselves into the quilt, add our 
story, and push our skills into a new realm, 
while making personal connections that 
relate to our past.

After all, creativity is making our skill set, 
knowledge, and personal connections 
strike the same chord all at once. When 
that happens—lights flash and we have that 
electric rush of “Aha!”—that’s it!

We know already 
how to play in our 
scraps. Now look 
at what we are 
making by using 
new eyes on old 
projects. But what 
if we look at one 
pattern, change 
one thing each 
time we try it, and 
see where that 
play will lead us next?
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Don’t Sweat the 
Small Stuff
I am a very big believer in not worrying about 
making mistakes. I have found through making 
more than 400 quilts that making a mistake is, 
of course, a great learning experience and can 

be the perfect design 
challenge! Turn that 
mistake into a design 
decision, and take the 
“oopsie” and make it 
the star of the quilt. 
Those moments are 
the perfect oppor-
tunity to push your 
creativity.

Making a mistake, or learning a new skill 
and finding you are not perfect, should not 
deter you from trying it again. No one makes 
perfect quilts. The more you make and 
practice, the better your quilts will be! Your 
own personal best is good enough. If you 
strive to do better, then go for it. I have found 
that by just continuing to make, my skills get 
better naturally. I say that aloud to myself, as 
I am learning to use my longarm machine ... 
(see, we all have things to work on!).

Change One Thing
In my classes, I often hear people say, 
“Improvisation is hard for me; I only make 
pattern quilts.” And this is where I remind 
them that the “15 Minutes of Play” is just the 
exercise they need to break a task into a small 

amount of time, so they can try something 
new. Just a few minutes of time is the trick 
you need to approach your fabrics in a new 
way, with new eyes, and wait for the fabrics 
to speak to you. Also, I encourage people to 
change just one thing. One tiny change can 
open your creative eyes to bigger and greater 
design opportunities!

SO HOW DO YOU DO THAT?
Make a list of the skills and techniques you 
have and consider the templates and tools 
you have to play with.

 } Can you add some Made-Fabric some-
where? (I use the term “Made-Fabric” 
to describe my improvisationally pieced 
scrap fabric.)

 } Can you add a half-square triangle in 
the design?

 } What if you stitch-and-flip a new color 
somewhere into the pattern?

 } Have you tried using interesting fabrics? 
Stripes, solids, dots ...

 } How about ombré fabrics, gradated 
fabrics that go from light to dark? 
How can that change the pattern?

 } How can you deal with or accentuate 
the negative space?

 } Can you play with the placement of the 
lights and darks in the block pattern?

 } Can you add a few different values of 
one color?

 } Can you add a humility block (a block 
you made a mistake on), just because?

Making a mistake, 
or learning a new 

skill and finding 
you are not perfect, 

should not deter you 
from trying it again.
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Push It Further
By exploring all your options you will find a 
few tricks that have led you to unexpected 
delights in your process. Slow down. Look at 
each block and find that one thing you can 
change.

In this book, I want to show you how making 
one quilt changed my process, again. Each 
time I played with a template and tried one 
thing new, it gave me many more new ideas. 
Ultimately, this gave me a whole new under-
standing of and respect for where I came from;  
who I am now; and where I am going as a 
quilter, an artist, and an overall human being. 
I hope I can inspire you to look and find more 
ideas and joy in your creative process! Forever Garden, Victoria Findlay Wolfe, 2013, 41˝ × 41˝

Joy
I have found through my quiltmaking that I quilt joy. 
These quilts are all about happy memories from my 
childhood, based around my grandparents, Elda and 
Leo Wolfe. Their home, in a small southern Minnesota 
town on the Mississippi, was so different from the way I 
grew up. It was the happiest place for me to be as a kid.

Memories: their beautiful gardens, fresh canned food, 
the yummy homemade smell that hits you when you 
entered their home, swinging on the glider on the 
screened-in porch watching cars drive by, Christmases 
filled with fresh baked goodies, bicycling around town 
with my cousins, or running to the store to buy candy. 
All these things made visiting my grandparents the ideal 
summer and holiday vacations that I get nostalgic for 
to this day. Perhaps through pushing play further, you 
too will be able to see different ways to add flavors and 
traditions of your past that can help you make quilts that 
are truly and uniquely you.
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Double-Edged  

LOVE
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Everything started with this quilt. One day 
I am sewing along, making and playing. I 
place one fabric next to another, and I have 
a visual memory of my grandparents and 
farm fields. I place the next fabric and I see 
New York City streets. A creative connection 
is made! I can now see how 
they relate. I start making 
those creative connections 
to past memories, and 
tiny, creative flashbulbs 
are giving me those “Aha!” moments of 
exhilaration! Let me explain further. ...

When I first received a bundle of Center City 
fabrics from Jay McCarroll, I really had no 
idea what I would make with them for weeks. 
Finally, I thought, Just open the fat quarters 
and stick them up on your design wall to see 
what you have to work with.

I left them there for a week or so before 
I decided to just work with what I knew 

I liked. Often, if I am stuck, I look at the 
fabrics for a while to find three things I like 
about them. Maybe it is a print, a color, or a 
combination that happens by the placement 
on the wall. Then I go from there. ... I do not 
worry about making mistakes; I stick with 

what I know.

First, I noticed the 
pink/red and purple 
peeking out of the fabrics, 

and I loved the black of the buildings. So that 
was my starting point. What if I slashed those 
fat quarters randomly, inserting different 
widths of black strips? Making the first cut 
without a plan is often the hardest part of 
pushing your creativity. Risk taking—it is 
great for your creativity! Let go! I could have 
made a big fat mess, and well, maybe I did. ... 
I made those fat quarters into a quilt top and 
decided, no, it was not working for me. So 
what’s next?

Risk taking—it is great  
for your creativity!
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Well, as I stood again, looking, I saw New York 
City streets within the patterns, and I very quickly 
decided that was my first step. How else could I 
divide that space to break up the block divisions 
I had made?

What if I cut that top apart by rolling it through the 
AccuQuilt die cutter using my Double Wedding 
Ring die? Okay, done! Immediately I had a “Yes!” 
feeling. I noticed that within each ring, parts felt 
like aerial views of the farmland in Minnesota, and 
other parts still looked like NYC. Hmmm, I began 
to see a full-circle moment. Combining where I 
am from with where I am now is a great place to 
start. I’ve made visual connections from the past 
with today’s life, and I can continue to make sight, 
sound, and smell connections to boost my creative 
think tank. The brain is great at linking concepts 
through memory—we just need to feed it a bit to 
get those fires burning!

So how do you keep going on that theme, 
building a quilt that represents the space and time 
between life events, while rattling around some 
old memories? Think of your joyful memories. 
Think about the smells, the textures, the sounds. 
Place yourself in the context of the year, your age, 
all that was happening around you. Many of the 
random thoughts you conjure will encourage your 
brain to make odd connections, and new ideas 
will be born. The next step is to take action!
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